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1. Introduction and notations 
The problem of maximizing a convex function (or, equivalently, minimizing a 
concave function) over a polyhedron has drawn the interest of several authors (see 
[3,9,11,133) since the pioneering paper of Tuy [12] in 1964. 
Such interest is largely due to the fact that the set of global maximum points of 
a convex function f over a polyhedron P can be expressed as a union of faces of 
P. Hence, the continuous problem of maximizing f over P is equivalent o the com- 
binatorial problem of maximizing f over the vertices of P. 
In this paper we extend the above-mentioned property to the class of all functions 
satisfying a maximum principle on the relative interior of each face of P. We also 
present wo interesting subclasses of this class, i.e., the class of m-convex functions 
and the class of those functions that are convex over the lines parallel to the edges 
of P. 
Finally, we apply our results to prove poiynomial-time solvability of some con- 
tinuous optimization problems. 
Let us introduce some notations. Given a subset X of IR’, riX denotes the 
relative interior of X. Let f be a twice continuously differentiable real function on 
an open set Qcll?“; at XESZ, we denote by fX,(x), Vf(x) and HI(X) the partial 
derivatrve off with respect o x,, the gradient off and the Hessian matrix off, 
respectively. 
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2. The maximum principle 
It is well known from harmomc analysis (see, e.g., [8]) that a subharmonic func- 
tion f has a global maximum on a domain D iff it is constant on D. This property, 
called the maximum principle, is enjoyed also by other classes of functions. 
In this section we exhibit some classes of functions satisfying the maximum prin- 
ciple on the relative interior of all the faces of a polyhedron. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a subset of lRn and let f be a function from X into II?. We 
say that f satisfies the maxlmum prmcfpie (MP for short) on X, if, whenever WEX 
and f(x) rf(z) for every x in X, we have f(x) =f@) for every x in X. 
Let us consider the polyhedron 
P = {XE I?: Ax = b, alxlp}, (1) 
where A E Rm “, belRm, (YJEIR”, a=((rr ,..., a,),fi=(& ,..., /I,), --aala,</3,~+00 
andmin{~cw,~,~~,~}<+oo,i=l ,...  n. Clearly, if P#Q, P has at least one vertex. Let 
4 be the number of edges of P and let S’ ,...,s~ be vectors parallel to the edges of 
P. For every x in P we set 
P~(X)={yEP:y=X+As*,AElR}, h=l,..., q. (2) 
Proposition 2.1. Let f be a fun&on from P to IR and assume that f is convex over 
Ph(X), h= 1 ,...,q, for every x m P. Then f satisfies MP on the relative interior of 
all the faces of P. 
Proof. Let F be a face of P and let x be a global maximum point for f over ri F. 
If YE rr F, we can fmd a finite sequence {x’)eSrsr such that 
x0=x, x’=y, 
x’EP$x’-I)r)riF, h,E 11 ,..., q}, I = l,..., r. 
Observe that x0 IS a global r-aximum point for f over Ph,(xo). Then, since 
x0 E ri Ph,(xo) and f is convex over Ph,(xo), we have that f is constant over Ph,(xo). 
Hence f(x' ) =f(x’). This implies that x1 is a global maximum point for f over ri F 
and then also over Ph2(x1). Proceeding by induction we then get f(y) =f(x’) = 
f(x”) =f(x). Hence f is constant over ri F. El 
Definition 2.2. Let f be a function from a convex set XC IR” into IR. We say that 
f is m-convex over X, for 15 mdn, if 
f(ax+(l -@Y) = af(x)+(l -&f(Y) 
Va E [0, l] and Vx,y E X such that x, = y, for at least n-m indices I m { 1,. . . , n). 
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Clearly convex functions are m-convex for every mzzn. The converse is not true 
in general: the function$(x,y) =x2 +y2 - 4xy is l-convex over lR2 but is not convex. 
From the second-order characterization of convexity we easily get that a function 
$, twice continuously differentiable over a convex open set &I, is m-convex over $2 
iff all the m-dimensional principal submatrices of H,(x) are positive semidefinite 
for every x in 0. 
Proposition 2.2. Consider the polyhedron P defined in (1) where the matrix A is 
assumed to have rank r. If f is (r+ 1)-convex over P, then f is convex over the sets 
Ph(x), h= l,..., q, defined in (2), for every x in P. 
Proof. Let s=(q,..., s,,) be a vector parallel to an edge of P. Observe that every 
edge of P lies in the intersection of n - 1 linearly independent hyperplanes, taken 
among those defining P in (1). Since rank(A) = r we have s, = 0 for at least n - r - 1 
indices. From (r+ l)-convexity off we then derive that f is convex over the sets 
Ps(x)={y~P:y=x+IZs, AElI?}, for everyxin P. 0 
Remark 2.1. Proposition 2.2 applies, with the same proof, also to polyhedra of the 
form 
P = {XE IR”: Axrb, a~x~/3}. (1’) 
Combining Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 we easily get the following corollaries: 
Corollary 2J. If f is (r+ 1)-convex over P, f satisfies MP on the relative interior 
of all the faces of P. 
Corollary 2.2. In the case where P={x~ll?‘: asx~p), we have that rf f IS 
l-convex (i.e., convex with respect o each variable) over P, then f satisfies MP on 
the relative interror of all the faces of P. 
3. The set of global maximum points of a function over a polyhedron 
The following theorem contains the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a real upper semtcontmuous function on a polyhedron P and 
assume that the followmg conditions hold: 
(1) f has a global maximum point over P, 
(ii) f satisfies MP on ri F, for every face F of P. 
Then the set Pn;= of the global maxrmum points off over P can be expressed as 
a union of faces of P. 
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Proof. Let x E Pmax and denote by F’ the smallest face of P that contains X. Then 
XE ri F’. Since f(x) = max(f(u): YE ri F,}, f satisfies MP on ri F, and is upper 
semicontmuous on F,, we have f(x) =f(y), for every y in F,. Therefore 
P ,,x=uF,. •I 
XE&lax 
Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if P has vertices, then at 
least one of them is a global maximum pornt for J 
Note that assumption (i) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied if P is bounded or if f is a 
quadratrc function which is bounded above over P (see [S]). Some interesting cases 
where assumption (ii) holds have been analyzed in the previc,:s section. In par- 
ticular, from Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 we deduce that the set f a* of global 
maxtmum points of a function f, convex with respect to each \I_.. _ I ;a 
polyhedron of the form P = {XE I?“: arxrfi}, is a union of faces of P. ‘I ai) IS a 
generalization of the analogous result obtained by Rosenberg [lo] m the case J here 
f is a polynomial function linear with respect o each variable and P is bo:. .;ed. 
It may easily be seen that, if cr, > --oo and /I, < +oo, i = l,..., n, P,,, is completely 
determined If we know its subset V,, = P,.,,= n V, where V is the set of all vertices 
of P. Thus the problem of maximizing f over P is equivalent o the problem of 
maximizing f over V and the latter problem can be solved by maximizing over 
B” = (0, 11” the function fB=f 0 h, where 
h&r,..., x,) = ((Pl-aJ)Xl--l,...,(P,-a,)X,-CT,). 
Several conditions guranteemg polynomial-time solvability for the problem of 
maxtmtzing a functton over B” are known in the literature (see [1,2,6,7]). 
Clearly, if f 0 h meets one of these conditions, the problem of maximizing f over 
P can also be solved m polynomial time. 
In the next section the above remarks will be applied to prove polynomial-time 
solvability for some contmuous problem. 
4. Polynomial-time solvability in some special cases 
Let us consider the function 
f(x) = C C 
7-E@ scR(T) 
w,Y$x?, 
where 0 1s a family of subsets if I= (1, .., n}, aTS E II?, and, for every TE 0, R(T) 
is a subset of ((sl ,..., s,)~lR”: s,zO, 1=1,..., n; s,=O cs l@T). 
Set 
F(x) = c AT n x, where AT= c aTs 
TCQ IET seR(T) 
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Proposition 4.1. Let P= [0, 11”. If 
(i) &j,,(x)10 vxep, 1 = l,..., n, 
(ii) F,,(x)=0 VXEB”, rj=l,..., n, i#j, 
then the problem of maximizing f over P can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof. From assumption (i), Corollary 2.2 and the boundedness of P we derive that 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Hence, maximizing f over P is 
equivalent to maximizing f over B”. Since x7 =x1, i = 1,. . ., n, for every x = 
(x,9..., x,&B”, we have f(x)=&‘(x) over B”. Assumption (ii) implies that F is 
supermodular (see [4]) and it has been shown in [6] that the maximum of a super- 
modular function over B” can be found in polynomial time. Cl 
By means of a similar argument it may be proved that the maximum of a quad- 
ratic function f(x)=xTCx+qTx over a polyhedron P= {XE IR”: arxrp} can be 
found in polynomial time if c,,zO, i,j=l,..., n (no convexity assumption is re- 
quired). 
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